
COLORADO

DISCLAIMER
We will not ship firearms to a third party to be modified or changed in any way from
manufactured specifications. The firearm you purchase must be compliant AS IS from
the manufacturer before we will ship.

Information regarding State and local restrictions, laws and ordinances presented on this
page is accurate to the best of our knowledge at the present time. Laws and ordinances
for firearms, ammunition, and certain other items are however, subject to change, without
notice to us.

Rifles
The Following are prohibited:

✘ Rifles that come with over a 15 round capacity magazine.
(Does not include .22LR tube-fed rifles or tubular magazines contained in a lever action rifle of
any caliber.*)

Shotguns
The Following are prohibited:

✘ A fixed, tubular shotgun magazine that holds more than 28 inches of shotgun shells, including
any extension device that is attached to the magazine and holds additional shells.*

✘ Shotguns that come with a non-tubular, detachable magazine, box, drum, feed strip, or similar
device that is capable of accepting more than 8 shotgun shells when combined with a fixed
magazine.*

Handguns
The Following are prohibited:

✘ Handguns that come with over a 15 round capacity magazine.

Accessories / Ammunition
The Following are prohibited:

✘ Magazines exceeding 15 rounds.

✘ A non-tubular, detachable magazine, box, drum, feed strip, or similar device that is capable of
accepting more than 8 shotgun shells when combined with a fixed magazine.*
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Denver and Denver County

The city of Denver prohibits so-called “ghost guns,” defined as privately-made
firearms with no serial numbers or markings. This includes prohibiting the possession,
carrying (open or concealed), wearing, flourishing, use, or manufacturing of
non-serialized firearms (including any non-serialized frame or receiver).

Rifles
The Following are prohibited:

✘ All semi-automatic, centerfire rifles with a detachable magazine with a capacity of fifteen (15) or
more rounds.

Shotguns
The Following are prohibited:

✘ All semi-automatic shotguns with a folding stock or a capacity of more than six (6) rounds OR
both.

Handguns
The Following are prohibited:

✘ All semi-automatic pistols that are modifications of rifles having the same make, caliber, and
action design but a shorter barrel and no rear stock or modifications of fully automatic weapons
originally designed to accept magazines with a capacity of fifteen (15) or more rounds.

(Firearms using rimfire ammunition are excluded from the above restrictions.)

City of Denver and Denver County Zip Codes

Boulder County

Boulder County prohibits anyone under the age of twenty-one (21) to purchase a
firearm, excepting any federal, state, or local law enforcement officer in connection
with official duties.
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Boulder County ordinance 2022-6 prohibits so-called "ghost guns" defined as privately
made firearms such as unfinished, unserialized frames and receivers.  This ordinance
is not applicable to antique firearms (as defined in 18 U.S.C. SS. 921), any firearm
made before October 22, 1968 (unless remanufactured following that date), or to a
local, state, or federal law enforcement officer who possesses a firearm pursuant to
their official duties.

So-called "assault weapons" are Prohibited.

“Assault weapon” does not include any firearm that has been made permanently
inoperable, an antique firearm manufactured before 1899, or a replica of an antique
firearm.

Rifles
“Assault weapon” means any:

Semiautomatic center-fire rifle that has the capacity to accept a detachable magazine and has
one or more of the following characteristics:

1. A pistol grip or thumbhole stock;
2. Any feature capable of functioning as a protruding grip that can be held by the

non-trigger hand;
3. A folding or telescoping stock;
4. A flash suppressor;
5. A shroud attached to the barrel, or that partially or completely encircles the barrel,

allowing the bearer to hold the firearm with the non-trigger hand without being burned,
but excluding a slide that encloses the barrel.

Any magazine larger than ten (10) rounds is prohibited, excepting a tubular magazine in a
lever-action rifle, or a .22 caliber tube-ammunition feeding device.

Shotguns
“Assault weapon” means any:

Semiautomatic shotgun that has one or more of the following features:

1. A pistol grip or thumbhole stock;
2. Any feature capable of functioning as a protruding grip that can be held by the

non-trigger hand;
3. A folding or telescoping stock;
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4. A fixed magazine capacity in excess of 5 rounds; or
5. An ability to accept a detachable magazine.

Handguns
“Assault weapon” means any:

Semiautomatic center-fire pistol that has the capacity to accept a detachable ammunition
feeding device and any one of the following:

1. A threaded barrel;
2. A second pistol grip, or second other feature capable of functioning as a protruding

grip that can be held by the non-trigger hand;
3. A shroud attached to the barrel, or that partially or completely encircles the barrel,

allowing the bearer to hold the firearm with the non-trigger hand without being burned,
but excluding a slide that encloses the barrel;

4. A flash suppressor;
5. The capacity to accept a detachable ammunition feeding device at some location

outside of the pistol grip;
6. A manufactured weight of 50 ounces or more when unloaded; or (vii) A buffer tube,

arm brace, or other part that protrudes horizontally behind the pistol grip.

A semiautomatic center-fire pistol with a fixed magazine that has the capacity to accept more
than 10 rounds.

A .22 caliber tube-ammunition feeding device is exempted.

Ammunition & Accessories
No person, corporation or other entity in unincorporated Boulder County may manufacture,
import, purchase, sell or transfer any assault weapon, large-capacity magazine, or rapid-fire
trigger activator.

“Large-capacity magazine” or “LCD” means any ammunition feeding device with the capacity
to accept more than 10 rounds, but shall not be construed to include any of the following:

1. A feeding device that has been permanently altered so that it cannot accommodate
more than 10 rounds.

2. A .22 caliber tube ammunition feeding device.
3. A tubular magazine that is contained in a lever-action firearm.
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“Rapid-fire trigger activator” means any device, including a removable manual or powerdriven
activating device, constructed so that, when installed in or attached to a semiautomatic
firearm:

1. The rate at which the trigger is activated substantially increases; or
2. The rate of fire substantially increases.

Restrictions on "assault weapons," large-capacity magazines, or rapid-fire trigger activators
shall not apply to any government officer, LE, or peace officer acting within the scope of
official duties.

Boulder County Zip Codes

City of Broomfield

No Rapid Fire Trigger Activators (Binary or Forced Reset Triggers)

Rapid-Fire Trigger Activator means:

(1) A device that attaches to a firearm to allow the firearm to discharge two or more
shots in a burst when the device is activated; or

(2) A manual or power-driven trigger-activating device that, when attached to a
firearm, increases the rate of fire of that firearm.

Prohibits non-serialized firearms.

For the purpose of this section, a non-serialized firearm means a firearm that lacks
either a unique serial number engraved or cast in metal alloy on the frame or receiver
by a federal firearm licensee, or by a maker on their own privately made firearm
(PMF), as defined by federal regulation, or by markings in accordance with 27 C.F.R.
§ 478.92, as amended.

Exemptions: 1) An antique firearm, as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 921. 2) A firearm made
before October 22, 1968 (unless remanufactured after that date).

Broomfield Zip Codes
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LAW ENFORCEMENT EXEMPTIONS

Law enforcement officers may purchase non-compliant firearms (including magazines
above the capacity restriction) for DUTY USE ONLY and must have a department
letterhead with authorization from their employer. LE Letterheads must be submitted
for each purchase.

RESTRICTED AREA ZIP CODES

The following zip codes are associated with areas that have enrolled restrictions:

City of Denver Denver County Boulder County

80201 80202 80203 80204
80205 80206 80207 80208
80209 80210 80211 80212
80214 80215 80216 80217
80218 80219 80220 80221
80222 80223 80224 80225
80225 80227 80228 80229
80230 80231 80232 80233
80234 80235 80236 80237
80238 80239 80243 80244
80246 80247 80248 80249
80250 80251 80252 80256
80257 80259 80260 80261
80262 80263 80265 80265
80266 80271 80271 80273
80274 80281 80290 80291
80293 80294 80295 80299

80279 80280 80263 80220 80230
80231 80252 80273 80243 80261
80266 80201 80202 80203 80204
80205 80206 80209 80210 80212
80219 80217 80218 80219 80220
80222 80223 80224 80230 80231
80236 80237 80238 80239 80243
80244 80246 80248 80249 80250
80251 80252 80256 80257 80259
80261 80262 80263 80264 80265
80266 80271 80273 80274 80279
80280 80281 80290 80291 80293
08294 80295 80299 80236 80294
80236 80246 80212 80236 80230
80238 80230 80251 80259 80244
80262 80208 80256 80257 80271
80274 80281 80291 80299 80212

80025 80026 80027
80027 80038 80301
80302 80303 80304
80305 80306 80307
80308 80455 80466
80471 80481 80501
80502 80503 80510
80516 80516 80533
80540 80544

City of Broomfield

80020 80021 80023
80038 80234 80516
80602
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